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I. Introduction and Legal Basis.

Created by Act 57-2014, as amended, known as the Energy Transformation and

RELIEF Act ["Act 57-2014"), the Puerto Rico Energy Commission (hereinafter,

"Commission") is the independent regulator for Puerto Rico's energy sector. One of this

Commission's regulatory tasks is the establishment and approval of electric service rates

for the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority [hereinafter, "PREPA"). Pursuant to its

authority under Section 6.25 of Act 57-2014, as amended, the Commission is required to

"be in charge of following the process established [t]herein to review and approve the

Authority's proposed rate reviews for energy use and consumption and the use of the

electric power grid."1 The provisions of Act 57-2014 establish the general requirements

applicable to ratemaking and rate review procedures. Section 6.4 of Act 57-2014

specifically provides the Commission with primary and exclusive jurisdiction to establish

and approve, in accordance with the general rules in Section 6.25, rates and charges

proposed by PREPA in connection with any electric power service.

On May 29, 2015, the Commission initiated the first rate review proceeding to

establish just and reasonable rates, by issuing the First Order on Rate Case Proceeding,

CEPR-AP-2015-0001, which [i] described the procedural steps the Commission will take to

manage the rate case, and pi) directed PREPA to file a request for new rates consistent with

the requirements therein, and with the rate filing regulation.2 In its fulfillment of this

mandate, the Commission has put itself through the task of reviewing PREPA's petition for

new electric service rates [hereinafter, "Petition", "Petition for Rate Review" or "Petition

For Review ofPREPA's Rates").

The proceeding conducted by the Commission sought to ensure a thorough,

responsible, and open review of PREPA's Petition for Rate Review. The Commission sought

to highlight its commitment to an active, informed, and responsible public participation as

a central aspect of the regulatory and ratemaking process by having provided ample

opportunity for public participation through the publication of documents related to its

review process and by the celebration of Public Hearings, as well as, a round of Technical

Hearings that began on November 29, 2016.

To that end the Commission devised and carried out discovery3 and technical

hearing procedures, in accordance with Section 6.25's stated objective. This included

1 Section 6.25, Act 57-2014, as amended.

2 On July 24, 2015 the Commission approved and enacted Regulation No. 8620, known as the Regulation on
Rate Filing Requirements for the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority. However, on March 16, 2016 said
Regulation was replaced by Regulation 8720 known as the New Regulation on Rate Filing Requirements for
the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority.
3 See Resolution and Order regarding "Guidelines for Discovery" issued on September 6, 2016 on the case at

bar.
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multiple rounds of discovery, discovery between parties, strict confidentiality rules and

other procedural safeguards. Moreover, the Technical Hearings were conducted by

following a schedule that provided ample time for the discussion of the issues of most

relevance to a competent and judicious review of PREPA's Rates. 4

On August 12, 2016, the Commission issued a Resolution notifying its intent of

holding Technical Hearing with the objective of providing the ample participation the

parties with regards to the review of the Petition for Rate Review ["Petition") filed on May

27, 2016 by the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority ["PREPA"}. Said review is made

pursuant to the provisions of Regulation 8720, Section 6A of Act 83 and Article 6.25 of Act

57-2014. The Commission held the above-mentioned Technical Hearings beginning on

November 28, through December 16 of 2016 at the Commission's Hearing Room, located at

the Seaborne Building, Eighth Floor, 268 Munoz RiveraAve., San Juan Puerto Rico.

Pursuant to the powers bestowed upon the Commission by Article 6.11 of Act 57-

2014 and the provisions of the Uniform Administrative Procedure Act ("LPAU") the

Commission appointed the subscriber of this report, Gustavo L. Bonet Martinez, as the

Procedural Hearing Examiner (herein, "Hearing Examiner") for the Pre-Hearing Conference

and the Technical Hearings5. It is important to note that the Commission limited the role of

the subscriber to addressing purely procedural aspects that served to preserve the pre-

established scheduled Panel discussions and to address any procedural issues that might

arise. However, the Commission retained its full powers to over-rule any ruling made by

the Hearing Examiner.

A Pre-Hearing Conference was held November 28, 2016, in order to provide for the

discussion of the calendar of the proceedings, and to address any procedural issues that

needed resolving before the Technical Hearings began on November 29, 2016.6 The

aforementioned Technical Hearings included the participation of PREPA as the petitioning

party and intervening parties, as admitted and designated as such by the Commission.

During these hearings Mr. Scott Hempling, Alejandro Figueroa and Tania Negron assisted

the Commission by guiding the substantive part of the proceedings. The Chairman of the

Commission Hon. Agustin F. Carbo Lugo and Associate Commissioners Hon. Angel R. Rivera

de la Cruz and Hon. Jose H. Roman Morales were present and participated in the

proceedings.7

4 As established in the Resolution and Order regarding "Technical Hearing Panel Scheduling" issued by the
Commission on November 18, 2016in the case at issue.

5 See Order issued by the Commission on November 28, 2016 on the instant case.

See Attachment I.

7 The general rules for participating and attending the Technical hearings were available as a "handout" at the
entrance to the Commission's hearing room. See Attachment II.
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This report gathers the procedural developments during the Technical Hearings, as

well as, provide a record of the respective participation of PREPA and intervenors in each

of the Panels assembled. Due to the highly specialized nature of the substantive issues

discussed during the Technical Hearings —in which PREPA, the intervenors, their

respective expert witnesses and legal counsel, and the Commission's experts

participated— a summary of those matters will not be included as part of this report.

Likewise, this report will not include a summary of the respective parties' legal briefs and

other related filings. The analysis of all technical and highly specialized matters will be

evaluated by the Commission and will be discussed within the Commission's Final

Resolution and Order on PREPA's rate review.

II. Parties, Intervenors and witnesses

The procedure for the Commission to evaluate PREPA's Petition for the Review of

Rates responds to the statutory mandate of Act 57-2014, as amended by Act 4-2016. Thus,

it is PREPA who is charged with filing before the Commission a petition for review of rates

that complies with the statutory mandates before, as well as, the filing requirements
established by the Commission through Regulation 8720.8

Following statements made in Section III of the "Policy Statement" issued on

December 3rd, 2015, the Commission entertained the participation of intervenors. Section

Ill of the above-referenced "Policy Statement" specified the requirements that parties

requesting intervention needed to meet, as well as, provided guidance on the interaction

between intervening parties, PREPA and the Commission. In summary, the Commission

outlined the specific issues the petitioners for intervention needed to discuss in their

request for intervention in order to provide the Commission with the requisite information

for it to issue a ruling on the intervenor's petition.

The Commission received sixteen [16) requests for intervention. The following

parties were afforded intervention9:

• Commonwealth Energy Public Policy Office ["CEPPO")
• Independent Consumer Protection Office ["ICPO")10

• Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority ("PRASA")

• Asociacion de Consultores y Contratistas de Energia Renovable de Puerto Rico
("ACONER")
• CEMEX de Puerto Rico, Inc. ("CEMEX")

• Energy & Environmental Consulting Services Corp. ["ESCOPR")

• Sunnova Energy Corporation ("Sunnova")

8 Known as "New Regulation on Rate Filing Requirements for the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority's First
Rate Case".

9 See Resolution and Order regarding "Motions to Intervene and Procedural Schedule" issued on August 12,

2016.
10 See Resolution and Order regarding "Motion to Intervene presented by ICPO" issued on August 23,2016.
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• PV Properties, Inc., Windmar PV Energy, Inc., Windmar Renewable Energy, Inc. y
Coto Laurel Solar Farm, Inc. ["Windmar Group")

• Institute de Competitividad y Sostenibilidad Economica de Puerto Rico ("ICSE-PR"

for its Spanish acronym)
• Puerto Rico Industrial Association ("AIPR" for its Spanish acronym)

• Marketing, Industry and Food Distribution Chamber ("MIDA" for its Spanish

acronym)11

• Puerto Rico Hospital Association ["Hospital Association")

• Centro Unido de Detallistas ^Retailers] ("CUD")
• Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce ("Chamber of Commerce")

• Puerto Rico Construction Association ("ACPR" for its Spanish acronym or "Builders

Association")

It should be noted that the Commission denied the request for intervention filed by

the Asociacion Puertorriquena de Energia Verde ["APEV" for its Spanish acronym).12 The

list containing the names of witnesses, parties, legal representation and general public

attendees to the Pre-Hearing Conference and Technical Hearings is included as part of this

report as Attachment III. Intervenor testimony was provided by the following:

• CEPPO: Mr. Jose G. Maeso Gonzalez-Director of the CEPPO

• ICPO: Dr. Guillermo R. Riera

• PRASA: Mrs. Lynnette M. Ramirez Rivera-Executive Director of Infrastructure

• ACONER: Mr. Edward Previdi-President ofACONER and Mr. Vicente Fellciano

• CEMEX: Mr. Enrique Garcia-President & CEO of CEMEX and Manuel R. Valente-

Director of Operations of CEMEX
• Sunnova: Mr. Steven Gabel

• Windmar Group: Mr. Victor Gonzalez

• ICSE-PR: Mrs. Kathy Kunkel, Mr. Tom Sanzillo-Director of Finance for the Institute

for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis and Dr. Victor Glass-Professor at

Rutgers Business School

• AIPR: Mr. Rodrigo Masses and Artze-Chariman of the Board of Directors ofAIPR

• MIDA: Removed itself from the proceedings and all filings were stricken from the
record.13

• Hospital Association: Mr. Jaime G. Pla Cortes-Executive President of the Puerto

Rico Hospital Association.

• CUD: Mr. Nelson Ramlrez

• Chamber of Commerce: Mr. Gerardo Cosme Nunez

• ACPR: Mr. Emilio Colon ZavaIa-Puerto Rico Vice-President ofACPR

11 It should be noted that MIDA filed a motion to remove itself from participating in the proceedings. The
Commission accepted MIDA's request and issued a Resolution and Order to that effect on November 17,2016.

12 APEV filed a motion for reconsideration of the Commission's determination to deny its request for

intervention on September 1, 2016. The Commission denied APEV's request for reconsideration on

September 15, 2016.
13 Id.
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As part of the documentation provided by PREPA in its Petition for Rate Review,

pre-filed direct testimony of the following witnesses:

• Dr. Javier Quintana—Executive Director of PREPA;

• Lisa J. Donahue—Managing Director at AlixPartners, LLP and PREPA's Chief

Restructuring Officer;

• Mrs. Sonia Miranda Vega—PREPA's Director of Planning and Environmental

Protection14;

• Antonio Perez Sales—Director at AlixPartners, LLP;

• Virgilio Sosa—Director at AIixPartners, LLP;

• Mr. Ralph Zarumba—Vice President at Concentric Energy Advisors;

• Eugene Granovsky—Managing Consultant at Navigant Consulting;

• Francis X. Pampush, PhD—Director at Navigant Consulting, Inc.;

• Lucas D. Porter—Managing Consultant at Navigant Consulting Inc.;

• Dan T. Stathos—Associate Director at Navigant Consulting Inc.;

• Lawrence Kaufmann, PhD—Senior Advisor at Navigant Consulting, Inc.;

• Ross Hemphill, PhD—Senior Advisor to Navigant Consulting, Inc.

Many of PREPA's witnesses that had provided pre-filed testimony also provided

additional supplemental testimony, as well as, providing live testimony during the

Technical Hearings.

III. Procedural Background: Calendar and Rules.

a. Rules.

Through the Resolution and Order issued on August 12, 2016, the Commission

announced that Public and Technical Hearings would be held in the matter of Review of

PREPA's rates. The former corresponds to the statutory mandate of Art. 6.25 of Act 57-

2014 and the latter had the objective to gain specific insight —through the exchange of

information with PREPA, intervenors and expert witnesses— into issues of great relevance

in the context of the review ofPREPA's rates.

As previously stated, the Technical Hearings conducted by the Commission included

a Pre-Hearing Conference held on November 28, 2016, in order to address any procedural

matter required for the orderly discussion of the issues during the Technical Hearings, as

well as, to address any clarification needed in respect to how the proceedings would be

conducted and the participation of the parties be permitted.15 This Pre-Hearing conference

was followed by the Technical Hearings. It is relevant to note that the Commission issued

several Resolutions and Orders containing information related to the Technical Hearing

14 It should be noted that Mrs. Sonia Miranda did not appear as a witness in the proceedings. Her pre-filed

testimony was adopted by PREPA's CEO Dr. Javier Quintana.
15 It should also be noted that in November 28, 2016, the Hearing Examiner issued a "Pre-Hearing Conference

Report" that was shared with all parties and intervenors in said date.
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format, schedule and witness appearances.16 Through these, the Commission sought to

provide participating parties ample opportunity to arrange their schedules in order to

make the Technical Hearings a worthy endeavor.

Specifically, the Resolution and Order issued by the Commission in November 28,

2016, addressed —precisely— the location and time at which the Pre-Hearing Conference

and Technical Hearings would be held. Also, it provided all parties with important

information regarding Technical hearing format and schedule, witness appearances,

witness examination, closing statements, and the Commission's expert reports, among

other aspects.

b. Calendar.

The Pre-Hearing Conference took place —as previously stated— in November 28,

2016 and began at 10:15 a.m. The Procedural Hearing Examiner conducted the Pre-Hearing

Conference. Attendees to the Pre-hearing Conference included John P. Ratnaswamy and

Michael Guerra for Petitioner PREPA, Attorney Coral M. Odiot Rivera for intervenor ICPO,

Attorney Pedro Nieves Miranda for intervenor Sunnova, Attorney Pedro Santiago Rivera

for intervenor PRASA, Jose Alberto Feliciano for ACONER, Attorney Edwin A. Irizarry Lugo

for intervenor CEMEX, Attorney Manuel Fernandez Mejias for intervenor Manufacturer's

Association, Attorney Fernando Agrait for intervenor ICSEPR and Attorney Marc G.

Roumain for intervenor Windmar. Specific clarifications regarding witness participation,

commencement dates, order of presentation of evidence during the Technical Hearings,

witness availability, and treatment of confidential information, among others, were the

issues discussed at the Pre Hearing Conference.

The Technical hearings began on November 29, 2016 and lasted until December 16,

2016. The discussion of the relevant issues on PREPA's rate review was organized in a

series of Panels. The following lists provide a detail of the issues sought to be addressed in

each Panel. Likewise, the names of specific witnesses and/or participants has been detailed

in order to aid in providing better clarity of the proceedings before the Commission. The

organization of said Panels was as follows:

• Panel A — "Revenue requirement: Form and calculation (plus the reasonableness

of a limited number of costs)"

Issues covered during Panel A included the following:

1. Appropriateness ofFY2017 as the test year;

2. The proper revenue requirement equation;

16 See Resolutions and Orders issued by the Commission on August 12 and on November 18 and 22, 2016
among others.
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3. Accuracy of the numbers, including double-counting issues;

4. Appropriate reflection in the revenue requirement of fuel and purchase

power expense, debt service margin, and other special items;

5. Reasonableness of certain expenses [other than the generation-transition-

distribution, which are addressed in the Panel on reasonableness of costs);

i. Labor

ii. Working capital

iii. Depreciation

iv. Irrigation subsidy calculation

v. GILT calculation

vi. Reconnection fee [revenue requirement effects; substance will be

discussed on Panel G)

vii. Fines and penalties

6. Income from other sources;

7. Calculation of required revenue increase;

8. Coordination of the new revenue requirement with the Transition Charge;

9. Procedures for a compliance filing after the Jan. 11 order;

10. Improvements in financial reporting and cost reporting;

11. Uncollectibles.

Discussion of issues on Panel A began on November 29, 2016 as per Commission

directives and ended on the same date. The hearing began at 9:00 a.m. The following

witnesses took part in the discussion of the issues listed above: Stathos, Pampush, Porter,

Ramos, Miranda, Perez, Sosa, Rivera and Zarumba on behalf of PREPA; Mr. Feliciano on

behalf of intervenor ACONER and Mr. Glass for intervenor ICSEPR. Commission expert

consultants Smith and Dady also participated in the discussion of the issues above.

• Panel B — "PREPA's financing and financial condition"

Issues covered during Panel B included the following:

1. PREPA's financial condition;

2. The appropriate role of the rate case in restoring PREPA's access to capital

markets;

3. Reasonableness of the finance costs in general;

4. The appropriate debt service coverage ratio;

5. The possibility of additional bondholder concessions;

6. PREPA's non-utility affiliates.

Discussion of issues on Panel B began on December 1st, 2016 as per Commission

directives and ended on the same date. The hearing began at 9:05 a.m. The following

witnesses took part in the discussion of the issues listed above: Mrs. Lisa Donahue, Dr.
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Javier Quintana, Stathos, Pampush, Lucas Porter and Ramos on behalf of PREPA; Mr.

Feliciano on behalf of intervenor ACONER, Mr. Masses and Mr. Artze on behalf of

intervenor Manufacturers Association and Mr. Sanzillo, Mrs. Kunkel and Mr. Glass for

intervenor ICSEPR. Commission expert consultant Stephen Hill also participated in the

discussion of the issues above.

It should be noted that PANEL B dealt with issues that the Commission already

established would require references to "confidential information". The discussion of these

topics was regulated by the Commission directives as established in the August 31, 2016

and the September 20, 2016 Resolutions on the treatment of "confidential information", the

rules regarding the treatment of "confidential Information".17 The August 31, 2016

Resolution included —as an Attachment— both the model Non-Disclosure Agreement

["NDA") and a Certificate of Non-DiscIosure to be signed by the parties that wished to have

access to the "confidential information" that would be discussed in Panel B.

Before the commencement of the discussion of topics that included "confidential

information", all parties were made aware of the topics to be discusssed, any press that was

present was asked to remove themselves from the hearing room, all parties or people

present that did not sign the NDA were also asked to leave the hearing room. The people

and parties that remained for the duration of the discussion of issues that included the

discussion of "confidential information" all had signed the NDA and, thus, were allowed to

be present. The discussion of topics in Panel B that included the discussion of "confidential

information" began at 9:35 a.m. and ended at 11:23 a.m. The hearing continued until 6:15

p.m.

• Panel C — "PRASA-PREPA dispute on rate treatment"

The sole issue that was discussed through the time the Commission allotted for

Panel C centered on how PREPA and PRASA differ on their respective positions regarding

the rate treatment to PRASA for the power they purchase from PREPA. Discussion of issues

on Panel C began on December 2nd, 2016 as per Commission directives and ended on the

same date. The hearing began at 9:09 a.m. and ended at 12:30 p.m. During Panel C

discussion Commission staff, PREPA witness Estrada Rivera, PRASA's legal representative

and PRASA witness Mrs. Ramirez Rivera participated.

It should be noted that, during the discussion of issues on Panel C, the Commission

requested PRASA to provide information regarding PRASA's savings analysis related to the

preferential rate, and the procedures and costs associated to the contracts between PREPA

and PRASA. PRASA must provide the Commission with said information at the earliest time

possible.

i7 See Case No. CEPR-MI-2016-0009.
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• Panel D — "Industrial and commercial customer concerns"

Issues covered during Panel D included the following:

1. Effects of a rate increase on customers generally;

2. Effects of discounts on consumption and on rates for non-discounted

customers;

3. Alternatives, if any, to an increase in the revenue requirement based on cost.

Discussion of issues on Panel D began on December 2nd, 2016 as per Commission

directives and ended on the same date. The hearing began at 1:39 p.m. until 3:53 p.m. The

following witnesses took part in the discussion of the issues listed above: Mr. Rivera and

Dr. Kaufman on behalf of PREPA; Mr. Garcfa Morelos Mr. Aguero on behalf of intervenor

CEMEX; Mr. Zavala on behalf of intervenor Homebuilders Association; Mr. Pla Cortes on

behalf of intervenor Hospital Association; Mr. Nunez for intervenor Chamber of Commerce;

and Mr. Sanzillo, Mrs. Kunkel and Dr. Cao for intervenor ICSEPR.

• Panel E — "Revenue requirement: Reasonableness of the cost and revenue inputs"

Issues covered during Panel E included the following:

1. Principles to apply in determining when and whether to allow or disallow

costs;

2. PREPA's improvement efforts;

3. Reasonableness of prospective generation, transmission, distribution and

fuel costs (both op ex and capex);
4. Reallocation of certain costs from capital expenditure to operating and

maintenance;

5. Reasonableness of already-incurred or already-committed costs;

6. Usefulness of benchmark analysis;

7. Forecasts of loads and sales;

8. Quality of the numbers.

Discussion of issues on Panel E began on December 5th, 2016 as per Commission

directives and ended on December 7, 2016. The first day of the discussion of Panel E topics

began at 9:09 a.m., the second day at 9:04 a.m. and the third day at 9:10 a.m. The following

witnesses took part in the discussion of the issues listed above: Mrs. Lisa Donahue, Dr.

Javier Quintana, Perez, Sosa, Rivera, Dr. Kaufman and PREPA's operational team in the

areas of generation, transmission and distribution on behalf of PREPA; Mr. Feliciano on

behalf of intervenor ACONER; and Mr. Sanzillo, Mrs. Kunkel and Mr. Glass for intervenor

ICSEPR. Commission expert consultants Dr. Jeremy Fisher and Dr. Ariel Horowitz also

participated in the discussion of the issues above.

• Panel F — "Methods for updating rates and ensuring prudence"

Issues covered during Panel F included the following:
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1. Criteria for assessing future procedures;

2. Options for updating revenue requirement based on prior period's

performance or based on later-discovered errors;

3. Implementing reconciliation of permanent with provisional rates [timing

only);
4. Options for monitoring compliance with budget;

5. Linkage of update procedures to performance investigations;

6. Procedures for altering budget mid-year;

7. Consequences to PREPA, executives and managers for exceeding budget;

8. Resources required by PREPA to comply with the procedures;

9. Resources required for oversight by the Commission and ICPO;

10. Energy efficiency rider.

Discussion of issues on Panel F began on December 8th, 2016 as per Commission

directives. The hearing began at 9:03 a.m. The following witnesses took part in the

discussion of the issues listed above: Mr. Hemphill and Mr. Zarumba on behalf of PREPA;

Mr. Masses on behalf of intervenor Manufacturer's Association; and Mr. Sanzillo and Mrs.

Kunkel for intervenor ICSEPR. Commission expert consultants Mr. Tim Woolf also

participated in the discussion of the issues above.

• Panel G — "Revenue Allocation and Rate Design (other than net metering and

renewable energy issues) and certain subsidies."

Issues covered during Panel G included the following:

1. Al cost allocation & rate design [other than renewable energy and net

metering);

2. Quality of the load research data and cost of service study;

3. Fuel and purchased power clause;

4. "Subsidies": Appropriate categorization and allocation;

5. GILT: allocation and rate design;

6. Load research program;

7. Reconnection charge.

Discussion of issues on Panel G began on December 12th, 2016 as per Commission

directives and ended on December 13, 2016. The hearing began at 9:04 a.m. on the first day

of discussion of topics on Panel G and at 9:05 a.am. on the second day. The following

witnesses took part in the discussion of the issues listed above: Mr. Zarumba and Mr.

Granovsky on behalf of PREPA; Mr. Feliciano on behalf of intervenor ACONER, Mr. Masses

on behalf of intervenor Manufacturer's Association; Dr. Riera on behalf of intervenor ICPO;

Mrs. Kunkel and Mr. Sanzillo on behalf of intervenor ICSEPR and Mr. Gonzalez on behalf of
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intervenor Windmar. Commission expert consultant, Mr. Paul Chernick, also participated in

the discussion the issues above.

• Panel I — Legal Issues (Part I)

Issues for discussion on Panel I benefitted from the participation of the parties and

intervenors on issues of legal importance and relevance within the scope of PREPA's

request for review of rates. After taking into consideration intervenor Sunnova's request

for commencement of the discussion of topics outlined in Panel H until December 15,

2016, the Commission granted Sunnova's request and —instead of beginning with the

discussion of topics in Panel H following the discussion on issues from Panel G— it went

ahead with the discussion on the topics reserved for Panel I on December 14, 2016. It

should be noted that the Commission notified the parties that it would reserve the right to

continue the discussion of Panel I issues if needed at a later date.

In order to provide for a more efficient and productive discussion of the Panel I

legal issues relevant to PREPA's Petition for Review of Rates, Commission Staff requested

parties to furnish a list of legal questions and issues they wish to discuss during the

Technical Hearings. Once the parties provided the Commission with their lists. Commission

Staff distilled the questions and arranged them in a way that made for an orderly and

manageable discussion of the topics outlined by the parties. This also served to keep the

discussion of legal issues within the required scope of review required in the instant case.

The discussion on Panel I (Part I) afforded an opportunity for the Commissioners,

Commission staff and Attorneys for all parties to openly discuss their perceptions, answer

Commission questions and provide an insight into their particular position in regards to

several important legal aspects that the Commission needs to take into account at the time

when it issues its Final Resolution and Order establishing PREPA's revenue requirement

and rates. The hearing began at 11:00 a.m. as scheduled and notified to all parties,

participants and intervenors. The hearing ended at 5:13 p.m.

• Panel H — "Net Metering and Renewable Energy Rate Design."

Issues covered during Panel H included the following:

1. Net metering;

2. Costs to include in charges to renewable energy;

3. Renewable energy rate design.

Discussion of issues on Panel H began on December 15th, 2016 as per Commission

directives. The hearing began at 9:03 a.m. The following witnesses took part in the

discussion of the issues listed above: Mr. Zarumba, Mr. Rivera and Mr. Granovsky on behalf

of PREPA; Mr. Feliciano and Mr. Previdi on behalf of intervenor ACONER, Mr. Masses on

12
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behalf of intervenor Manufacturer's Association; Dr. Riera on behalf of intervenor ICPO; Mr.

Maeso on behalf of intervenor CEPPO, Mr. Gabel on behalf of intervenor Sunnova and Mr.

Gonzalez on behalf of intervenor Windmar. Commission expert consultant, Mr. Paul

Chernick, also participated in the discussion the issues above.

It must be noted that Mr. Glenn Rippie [legal representative for PREPA) submitted a

composite exhibit to the consideration of the Commission. After due discussion of the scope

of the proposed exhibit, it was admitted as evidence on the administrative record as PREPA

Exhibit #27. Furthermore, PREPA rebuttal testimony #20 and #26 were also admitted in to

the administrative record on the instant case after due notice and consideration.

• Panel I — Legal Issues (Part II)

Previous to the beginning of the continuation of the discussion of issues related to

Panel I, PREPA was instructed to make sure it provided functional workpaper of PREPA

Exhibit 27 to the Commission and all intervenors. Commission Staff directed questions to

all parties participating in the continuation hearing for Panel I issues. The hearing began at

9:05 a.m. and lasted until 1:08 p.m.

The continuation of the discussion of the legal issues arising under the scope of the

rate case, the enactment of Act 57-2014 and the enactment of Act 4-2016 as they apply to

the issues that may affect PREPA's application for review of rates or of those legal issues

identified by the Commission or the parties to be relevant for the discussion in light of

PREPA's petition for rate review took place on December 16, 2016 as per Commission

directives.

The discussion on Panel I (Part II) afforded an additional opportunity for the

Commissioners, Commission staff and Attorneys for all parties to discuss openly their

perceptions, answer Commission questions and provide an insight into their particular

position in regards to several important legal aspects that the Commission needs to take

into account at the time when it issues its Final Resolution and Order establishing PREPA's

revenue requirement and rates.

This Report seeks to provide a procedural insight into the Technical Hearing

proceedings in the matter of the review of PREPA's rates. Previous to the any Public or

Technical Hearings being held, parties and intervenors to the process of the review of

PREPA's rates, were able to file motions, and other documents before the Commission.

Likewise, the Commission issued various rulings that provide specific determinations that

guided and directed the scope of the hearings and of the overall review ofPREPA's rates. To

seek specific details related to said documents, and/or issues, interested parties can access

the public record at the Commission's offices located at Seaborne Building, Second Floor,

13



HEARING EXAMINER'S REPORT ON THE TECHNICAL HEARING IN THE MATTER OF THE PUERTO RICO ELECTRIC POWER AUTHORITY'S VERIFIED
PETITION FOR THE REVIEW OF ELECTRIC SERVICE RATES

Suite 202, 268 Munoz Rivera Ave., San Juan, Puerto Rico or access the public records

related to the instant case at: http://energia.pr.gov/expedientes/?docket=cepr-ap-2015-

0001

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, on January 2, 2017.

GUSTAVO L. BONET MARTINEZ
Procedural Hearing Examiner
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HEARING EXAMINER'S REPORT ON THE TECHNICAL HEARING IN THE MATTER OF THE PUERTO RICO ELECTRIC POWER AUTHORITY'S VERIFIED
PETITION FOR THE REVIEW OF ELECTRIC SERVICE RATES

Attachment List

• Attachment I: Pre Hearing Conference Report.

• Attachment II: Rules for the Technical Hearing of the Review of Rates Of the Puerto Rico

Electric Power Authority.

• Attachment III: Pre-Hearing Conference and Technical Hearing Conference Attendance

Lists. Included are the attendance lists for the Pre-Hearmg Conference and the Technical

Hearings, as well as, the Registry of Witnesses for the Technical Hearings.

• Attachment IV: Commission Exhibits. The following is a list of Commission Exhibits that

were admitted during the Technical Hearings:

a) Commission Hearing Exhibit #1 — "Commission Questions re Discrepancies

on A&G, Bad Debt and Other Income: Trial Balances vs. Rate Case Financial

ModelFY2015,FY2016"

b] Commission Hearing Exhibit #2 — "Corrections to the Expert Report of

Commission Advisors Ralph C. Smith and Mark S. Dady"

c) Commission Hearing Exhibit #3 — "Analysis of Debt Costs and Savings of "AA"
vs "BBB" Debt"

• Attachment V: Illustrative or Demonstrative Exhibits. The following were the

"illustrative" exhibits used during the hearing. These exhibits do not constitute substantive

evidence. They were used by the parties and Commission Staff in order to offer means to

better illustrate a concept or idea based on evidence or facts on the administrative record

of the instant case. These exhibits should be considered "demonstrative" or "illustrative'

evidence, and as such, it is evidence that illustrates testimony [or evidence already

admitted in the record) but does not by itself prove a fact. That is to say, it does not carry

independent probative value.

• Attachment VI: PREPA Exhibit 27.00 — "Comparison of Cost Allocation Proposals by

Class & Percentage".
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COMMONEALTH OF PUERTO RICO
PUERTO RICO ENERGY COMMISSION

IN RE: PUERTO RICO ELECTRIC POWER
AUTHORITY RATE REVIEW

CASE NO.: CEPR-AP-2015-0001

SUBJECT: Hearing Examiner Pre-Hearin^
Conference Report

Pre-Hearine Conference Report

On August 12, 2016, the Puerto Rico Energy Commission ["Commission") issued a
Resolution notifying its intent of holding a Technical Hearing with the purpose of ensuring
an ample and exhaustive review of the Petition for Rate Review ("Petition") filed on May
27, 2016 by the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority ["PREPA"). Pursuant to the
provisions of Regulation 87201, Section 6A of Act 832 and Article 6.25 of Act 57-20143, the
Commission will celebrate the above-mentioned Technical Hearing from November 28,

2016 through December 16, 2016 at the Commission's Hearing Room, located at Seaborne
Building, Eight Floor, 268 Munoz Rivera Ave., San Juan Puerto Rico.

Pursuant to the powers bestowed upon the Commission by Article 6.11 of Act 57-
2014 and the provisions of the Uniform Administrative Procedure Act ["LPAU") the
Commission appointed the subscriber of this Pre-Hearing report, Gustavo L. Bonet

Martinez, as the Hearing Examiner for the Technical Hearing. In order to address concerns,

questions or objections related to the matters before the Commission in the case at bar, the

Commission held a Pre-Hearing Conference on November 28, 2016. The hearing began at

10:15 A.M.

The following Pre-Hearing Conference Report provides a list of issues discussed in

the Pre-Hearing Conference, as well as clarifications that the undersigned deems important

to provide the requisite clarity of the record.

A. Pre-Hearing Conference.

The Pre-Hearing Conference started at 10:15 A.M. Present were John P. Ratnaswamy

and Michael Guerra for PREPA, Coral M. Odiot Rivera for the Independent Consumer
Protection Office (ICPO), Pedro Nieves Miranda for Sunnova Energy Corporation, Pedro
Santiago Rivera for Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewers Authority, Jose Alberto Feliciano for
the Homebuilders Association, Edwin A. Irrizary Lugo for CEMEX de Puerto Rico, Inc.,

Manuel Fernandez Mejias for the Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association, Fernando Agrait

1 Regulation No. 8720, New Regulation on Rate Filing Requirements or the Puerto Rico Electric Authority's

First Rate Case.

2 Act No. 83 of May 2,1941, as amended, known as the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority Act.

3 Puerto Rico Energy Transformation and RELIEF Act, as amended.



for Institute de Competitividad y Sostenibilidad Economica de Puerto Rico and Marc G.
Roumain Prieto for WindMar. The agenda discussed in the Hearing included the following
topics:

a. Panel Order and Scheduling:

i. The Panel Order was discussed with the parties present in light of the
information provided by the Commission in its November 18, 2016 Order. It was
made clear to the parties that the Commission will require all witnesses to be
ready to testify on the dates and times allotted. Likewise, it was made clear to

the parties that the start time for Technical Hearings throughout the duration of
said hearings will be 9:00 A. M.

ii. It was pointed out by John P. Ratnaswamy that Mr. Nelson Ramfrez, witness of

the intervenor "Centro Unido de Detallistas, Inc." was not included in the list of

Panelists. The Hearing Examiner noted said fact.

iii. Changes in information to be discussed in PANEL A were discussed. Specifically,
parties were informed that the issue ofuncollectibles" would now be part of the
issues to be discussed on Panel A.

b. Order of participation by participants in the Technical Hearing:

i. As directed by the Commission, the hearings will be conducted in the following
order — The Commission will begin questioning, then PREPA, then Intervenors

and, finally, PREPA will be allowed redirect subject to the availability of time.
ii. The Hearing Examiner provided general rules for questions to be made.

Specifically, the Hearing Examiner reminded parties to conduct their questioning
in clear reference to the administrative record on the case, respectfully, without

delving into argumentative interchanges with witnesses. Likewise, parties were

reminded of the decorum that such interchanges require and the rigor of the
proceedings to be followed.

c. Witness availability:

i. Parties were made aware that witnesses listed in the Panel lists are required to

appear before the Commission so that they may be questioned by the
Commission, its experts or any other party or intervenor. The need for

intervenor witnesses to appear before the Commission was made abundantly

clear in light of the requisite need for transparency and for the benefit of the
administrative record.4

ii. Attorney Fernando Agrait [representative of ICSE-PR) brought before the
attention of the Hearing Examiner the need to address the possible
unavailability of one or more of ICSE-PR's witnesses. The issue was brought

forth on motion by ICSE-PR on a previous date and the Hearing Examiner ruled
that ICSE-PR's witnesses, Dr. Tom Sanzillo and Cathy Kunkel, may appear

4 The Commission distributed during the pre-hearing the latest update to the panel schedule, which is

attached to this report.



individually in different hearings as long as they can address all issues within the
Panel in which they appear. Likewise, ICSE-PR is required to inform the
Commission and all intervenors the specific date and Panel in which, either Dr.
Sanzillo or Cathy Kunkel, will be present to provide testimony.

iii. ICSE-PR's availability of witness Dr. Victor Glass was addressed by instructing
PREPA and ICSE-PR to make the necessary arrangements to arrange for

testimony to be presented by said witness.

a. The Commission wants to clarify that ICSE-PR and PREPA shall jointly notify
the Commission via letter to the Commission Staff5 of the specific date and
time fram Dr. Glass will be appearing to be cross by PREPA. Such notification
must be made as soon as the information is available to the parties.

d. Evidence in the administrative record;

i. Parties were made aware that it has been determined that all pre-filed testimony

and supporting documents, as well as the Petition and information provided
pursuant to any request for discovery, are deemed to have been admitted to the

record, unless stated otherwise by the Commission through a resolution or

order.

ii. Parties were also made aware that objections will be ruled on as they are

presented and that requests for admission of evidence that was not part of the

record up to the date of the Pre-Hearing might be denied without further
recourse.

a. The Commission wants to clarify that any new evidence brough by any party
shall be notified to the parties with two days advance and copies shall be
made available by the producing party. The evidence will still be subject to
to admission by the Commission.

iii. Parties were reminded that confidential information must not be discussed as

part of interrogatories or answers to questions. However, if a question or answer

comes to light that merits discussion for the benefit of the Commission, the issue
will be handled as follows. First the party making the question will be instructed
to rephrase the question in order to avoid divulging confidential information. If
there is the potential for confidential information to be divulged in the form of
the answer to a question, then the party answering the question will be

instructed to rephrase their answer in a way that does not divulge confidential
information. If there is no way a question or answer can be phrased in a way that

divulging confidential information cannot be avoided, then the Hearing
Examiner will order a short recess in which the hearing room will be emptied
and the matter will be discussed solely in the presence of the Commission and
the parties engaged in the interrogatory.

iv. The Hearing Examiner ruled that PREPA witnesses will be allowed to adopt—
under oath—their rebuttal testimony at the time they provide testimony during
the Technical Hearing.

5 tnegron@energia.pr.gov & afigueroa@energia.pr.gov.



e. Commission's Expert Reports:

i. Parties were made aware that the reason for sharing the expert reports with all

parties involved, responded to the commitment of the Commission to provide
for greater transparency in the process of the review of PREPA's rates. By

providing and insight into the analysis of the experts of the Commission, the
Commission allows all parties involved, the opportunity to address issues with a
different perspective.

ii. Parties were made aware that there will be no discovery on expert reports.

iii. The Commission wants to clarify that the Commission's experts are not parties

to the case, but will appear during the Technical Hearing as the other witnesses.

PREPA will be able to question the Commission's consultants in reference to the
Expert Reports published by the Commission. The Commission may consider a
request from PREPA to ask re-direct questions to a particular witness. The

Commission may, at its sole discretion, grant such request under special

circumstances and if time for such intervention is available.

f. Motions to be addressed by the Commission or Hearing Examiner:

i. PREPA's motion for reconsideration on rejecting rebuttal: Parties were made

aware that the Commission will issue its ruling on the subject.
ii. ICSEPR's Motion regarding witness availability: This issue was discussed and the

Hearing Examiner issued a ruling which is discussed in section "c"above.

iii. ICSEPR's Motion regarding re-rebuttal: This issue was addressed by the hearing
examiner. It was made clear to the party that the motion is denied and that there
will be no re-rebuttal allowed.

a. ICSE-PR will have the opportunity to address any issues which would other-

wise be addressed through a re-rebuttal by asking relevant questions to

specific PREPA witnesses. ICSE-PR will also have the opportunity to file a
legal brief after the conclusion of the Technical Hearing.

iv. PREPA's reply to ICSEPR's motion: This request is moot in light of a prior ruling.
See item iii.

v. ACONER request to waive the requirement of use of attorney to conduct

interrogatory: This issue was addressed by the Hearing Examiner. The Hearing

Examiner ruled that it will be allowed to conduct interrogatory without the
assistance of attorney subject to all the rules applicable to any other counsel
participating in the process. Party were made aware of the possible penalties
regarding non-compliance of rules established by the Commission or Hearing

Examiner.

vi. AIPR's motion regarding late filing of responses to PREPA: This issue will be
addressed as a first item before the commencement of the Technical Hearing on

November 29, 2016.

g. "Swearing-in" of witnesses [under "oath" or affirmation")



i. Parties were made aware that witnesses will be sworn in at the time they first

appear before the Commission. Their oath will be in place for the duration of the

proceedings.

h. Other Issues:

i. Pedro Nieves, representing Sunnova [an intervenor in the case) provided

information to the Hearing Examiner regarding some discovery still owed by
PREPA. PREPA and Sunnova were required by the Hearing Examiner to resolve any
issues regarding said discovery before the Technical Hearings begin on Tuesday,
November 29, 2016. Both parties were instructed to inform the Commission on the

efforts undergone to remedy any related issue.

The items discussed above represent the issues discussed and the clarifications

needed to provide clarity to the Technical Hearing to be conducted in the following days.

A copy of this Pre-Hearing Conference Report was notified by electronic mail to the
following: n-ayala@aeepr.com, c-aquino@aeepr.com, glenn.rippie@r31aw.com,

michael.guerra@r31aw.com, john.ratnaswamy@r3Law.com, codiot@opic.pr.gov,

jperez@oipc.pr.gov, mmuntanerlaw@gmail.com, jfeliciano@constructorespr.net,

abogados@fuerteslaw.com, jose.maeso@aae.pr.gov, edwin.quinones@aae.pr.gov,

nydmmarie.watlington@cemex.com, aconer.pr@gmail.com, epenergypr@gmail.com,

jorgehernandez@escopr.net, ecandelaria@camarapr.net, pga@caribe.net,

manuelgabrielfernandez@gmail.com, agraitfe@agraitlawpr.com,

maribel.cruz@acueductospr.com, mgrpcorp@gmail.com, eirizarry@ccdlawpr.com,

attystgo@yahoo.com and pnieves@vnblegal.com.

/S/ Gustavo L. Bonet Martmez
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RULES FOR THE TECHNICAL HEARING OF THE REVIEW OF RATES OF THE
PUERTO RICO ELECTRIC POWER AUTHORITY

These Rules' objective is to promote an organized system for the celebration of the

Technical Hearing, in order to provide each party and the Puerto Rico Energy

Commission ["Commission") the opportunity to ask the Puerto Rico Electric Power

Authority ["PREPA") about its proposed review of rates. With the purpose of

promoting the effective participation of the parties, as well as of the Commission

during the Technical Hearing, the Commission has established the following Rules
subject to the subsequent Agenda:

I. Rules

1. The Technical Hearing will begin, without any delay, at 9:00am. All witnesses

and intervenors must be present at the Commission and ready to begin their

participation at least fifteen (15) minutes before 9:00am. The starting time
for the proceedings will not be delayed by any person's late arrival.

2. All those present must sign the Registry at their arrival at the room where

the Technical Hearing is being held.

3. Every party who is interested in deposing, or any witness invited by the

Commission, must be registered at the Official Deponent Registry. Those

parties appropriately registered as deponent will have the right to

participate in the Technical Hearing. In the case of intervenors, only those

previously announced by the intervenors will be allowed to participate as

deponents, pursuant to the directives announced by the Commission.

4. Every question or answer must be made from the designated seat or area

assigned for the deponents. Only the designated representative, as

recognized by the Commission, who are registered in the Official Deponent

Registry may depose.

5. As established in the Resolutions notified by the Commission, intervenors'

participation will be limited to asking PREPA questions about the topics
identified in the Technical Hearing Agenda.

6. The Technical Hearing will be held in accordance to the organization of the

panels designated by topic of interest. These were selected from the areas of

the Rate Case that the Commission and the parties identified as particularly
relevant.1 In each session, the Commission will be the first one to formulate

1 See "Resolucion y Orden sobre Itinerario de Vista Tecnica" emitida por la Comision el 18 de
noviembre de 2016, segun enmendada par la "Resolucion sobre Itinerario Final de Paneles y

Comparecencia de Testigos a Vistas Tecnicas" de 22 de noviembre de 2016.



questions to PREPA.

7. After the Commission's turn, the remaining time will be divided among the

intervening parties. The deponents' turn will be determined at first from the

time of arrival, as shown in the Registry, and in a rotating manner

afterwards, as the turns for questions progresses.

8. Every deponent must identify for the record before beginning his/her

question or response.

9. Each designated legal counsel, as recognized by the Commission, for a party

may ask questions, under each question session, subject to the available time.

Once a legal representative for a party has had the opportunity to ask his/her

question, if time remains within that topic's time-period, the Hearing

Examiner may allow additional questions.

10. The discussion of confidential information is not allowed. We remind

everyone that ex parte communications are not allowed with any of the
Commissioners, members of the Staff and/or the Commission's consultants

about any topic related to the review of rates.

11. No controversies related to discovery will be allowed. The Commission will

solve these controversies during the Pre-Hearmg Conference and will make

the necessary comments and expressions in due time.

12. No manifestations [applause, acclamations, etc.) will be allowed.

13. Parking at the Commission's facilities is limited, thus we urge parties to

arrive early, utilize the least amount of vehicles or use public transportation.

14. The Technical Hearing will be recorded in audio and, at the Commission's

discretion, may be recorded in video.

15. Violation of any of these rules by participating parties might result in

sanctions, among others, including the limitation of time to participate in the

examination of witnesses.
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^^-^S^-J^ ,^^y)\
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COMIS16N D6 ENERGJA DE PUERTO RICO
ES'ADO LIBRE ASOCIAOO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dla y hora: 2 de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am
Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energfa de P.R.

Hoja de Deponentes

Nonabre/ Name
Agenda o IVIunicipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel / Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign

•jjMHH^. M.'cLbw^^ j%As^
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COM1S16N DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO IIBRI: ASOCiADO DE F'lJERTO KICO

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o Munidpio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel / Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENEBGI'A DE PUERTO RICO

KW.DO MSE ASOCIAOO OE PUERTO RICO

Nombre/ Name

^T ^_ -
<- -T<-.^ £_ V\R

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality

A^~2

Tel / Phone

-7i^-0^c}()

Correo electronico
E-mail

^x^^.u'.^.

Firma / Sign

r

rx /"" ''c^y'ffi —'
-i ^,......--^'7 A 'f'./



COMISION DE ENERGJA DE PUERTO RICO
ESWDQ LIBRE ASOCIAOO DE PUERTO KICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dla y hora: 5 de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Deponentes -- r^vpe is

Nombre/ Name

Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO I.IBRE A30CIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Nombre/ Name

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality
Tel / Phone

Correo electronico

E-mail

Firma / Sign

/<N J^lilt /ec r/j ^ftti -^^JW.i//1 Q^^. c«.
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COMIS16N DE ENERGfA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO UBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dfa y hora:-^de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Deponentes
'b-e'cimJs^r' L?. •ZO ( ^

Nombre/ Name

M/^-^ /^-/^t^i^

» fyJb-/^4-1 t~^<-cf:'

.0-< l^ 3 I\ - 1\VSj ^Y-<?-_

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality
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Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
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Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO
E5TADO I.IBRE A30CIADO OE r'UERIO RICO

''arujLs Deader ^ ^ ^'

Nombre/ Name

Ln/fa^ y^/^c^

• UC^TD / ! TH ^

O.'.^.SUn.Q i-^~>:^^^y-!

717T-1~Y^
CftrhAtA i' - \~'^sp\ h^\

^^ U\j'Q^.W^

^
/ .J)/y^^^-^~~-.-\

rf' (C ^%?>
^, T

'/-^.^ \< iy v.^.'~

/^ . I {
t.7 '^J f /€l^ ^- ^ / ^,
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Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Ae^
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?^G

&^
~^^
,^e
/fes:

^^
.^?c
Ccfrc.

Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign
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¥'/ Y^

^/o^A^A4^
f^.^...//.. -M^.L^^//"y^^
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.-•n7^~fcy
^—/- ^^ /

Or -^_ •



COMISION DE ENERGfA DE PUERTO BICO

SSTADO UBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dla y hora: ff_de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon Qe Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energfa de P.R.

Hoja de Deponentes

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel / Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail

Firma / Sign

^^,/Tf)-\n^>- .1—

,rl/\A^i i^j(7{^

T^P^

^^.. C-.
^W{. G]€^<_ t?rgv\o^ jl^apA
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:k/b /r
û-<



COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO UBREASOCIADO DE PUERTO HICO

Nombre/ Name

A/ir<h"iw hp$ir^>

(rA'v^ ^LT'^^

'^fi Q^p.
T

r- 'N r''

c^ > .^ r.A-—-' <.. IA^ <';X-.('/ ^^x.
•vy

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality

rA-Vv^SV/'-V

o^^^Y

/%4-JA

rr.pa-

Tel / Phone

(fK-^/h

Correo electronico
E-mail

^h.)'h^^ vl<^d^^-
-y —«-^.

Firms / Sign

^u/-

/̂2y-^
^r^—:•



COMISION DE ENEBGfA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO LIBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dfa y hora: I^.de diciembre de 2016, 9:00 am
Lugar: Salorfde Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Deponentes

Nombre/ Name

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality
Tel/Phone

Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO
cSTADO' LIBRE A^OCEADO DE PUERTO RICO

fcir^^ t>-€a.^^r Q. S o^

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign

Cv\'$"f\^A (^orocj^ Swn0s</c\ r/^i^^"
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QLf^- ^



r
COMISION DE ENERGiA DE PUERTO RICO
ESTADO I.IBRE ASOCIAOO DE PUERTO RICO

R, < .w<Xhd<$ T)€Quv^€r /-</, ,QO^

Nombre/ Name Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality

Tel / Phone Correo electronico
E-maU

Firma / Sign

^a.spar^ Ciu-t&Wu. M-fF ^
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COMISION DE ENERGiA DE PUERTO RICO
ESIADO I.IBBEASOCIADO DE PUERTO KICO

Rxr-d. .5 'Dec- l^^^os^

Nombre/ Name
Agencia o Mtunicipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign
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COMIS10N DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO LIERE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica
Dla y hora: 29 de noviembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Asistencia

Nombre/ Name

,"',

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality
Tel/Phone

Correo electronico
E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGiA DE PUERTO RICO
5STADO UBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o ]Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign
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COMIS16N DE EN6RGIA DE PUERTO RICO

ES7AOO UBRE ASOClADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dla y hora: 1 de diciembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energfa de P.R.

Hoja de Asistencia

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o JVIunicipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel / Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail

z
Firma / Sign
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COMtSION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO
ESIADO LIBRE ASOC1ADO DE PUERTO RICO

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel / Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISIQN DE ENERG1A DE PUERTO RICO
SSTADO UBRE ASOCIADO DE PUECTO BICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dfa y hora: 2 de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am
Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Asistencia

Nombre/ Name

Agenda o IVIunicipio
Agency or

IVIunicipality
Tel/Phone

Correo electronico
E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO

ESIADO LIBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dia y hora: 5 de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energla de P.R.

Hoja de Asistencia

Nombre/ Name

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality
Tel / Phone

Correo electronico
E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGfA OE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO IIBRE A30CIADO DE PUEP'IO RICO

Nombre/ Name

Agenda o Municipio
Agency or

Municipality
Tel / Phone

^ i -

Correo electronico
E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUERTO RICO
SiY.-DO UBF'E ASOCIAOO DE PUERTO RICC.

^-ru-ui co- Dcctr^^r '^ ,.20^

Nombre/ Name Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel/Phone Correo electronico
E-mail

Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENERGIA DE PUEKTO RICO

ESTADO LIBR6 ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Lombre/ Name
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COMIS16N DE ENEBGiA DE PUERTO RICO

ESTADO U8RE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dfa y hora: 8 de diciembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Asistencia

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o ]VIunicipio

Agency or
M-unicipality

Tel / Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail
Firma / Sign
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COMISION DE ENEBGfA DE PUERTO BICO

ES7ADO LIBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO RICO

Vista Publica: Vista Tecnica

Dia y hora: 12 de didembre de 2016, 9:00 am

Lugar: Salon de Vistas Piso 8, Comision de Energia de P.R.

Hoja de Asistenda

Nombre/ Name
Agenda o Municipio

Agency or
Municipality

Tel/Phone
Correo electronico

E-mail

Firma / Sign
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Attachment IV



Commission Hearing Exhibit 1
Commission Questions re Discrepancies on A&G, Bad Debt and Other Income:

Trial Balances vs Rate Case Financial Model fy2015, fy2016

A&G Expense. The table below reflects data taken from PREPA's trial balances and its Rate
Case Financial Model. There are discrepancies ($34 million for FY2015 and $53 million for
FY2016) between what was recorded on its trial balance versus what they have reflected in Rate
Case Financial Model.

PREPA Trial Balance DescriDfion

Administrative & General - Operations

Adminstrative & General - Maintenance

Administrative & General

Joint Expenses

Duplicate Charge

Miscellaneous Income & Deductions

Total Administration and General Expense Per Trial Balance*

Administrative & General Expense Per Rate Case Financial Model

PREFA
Trial Balance

Account

4019
4026
4027
4028
4029
4265

Page No. on

FY1S&16 Trial
Balance

15
15
15
15
15

_18_

Difference

FY2014
(A)

$ 197,894,337

$ 6,665,968

$ (21,076.465'

$ (659,325'

$ (2,003,771'

$ 14,458,676

$ 195,279,419

M95,279,419_

$

FY2015
(B)

$233,464,928

$ 5,484,363

$ (24,439,206)

$ (540,142)
$ (1,830,418)

$ (1.273,1531

$210,866,372

$ 176.872.010

$ 33.994.363

FY2016
(C)

$232,101,478

$ 5,624,573

$ (23,362,246)

$ (501,774)
$ (1.902,179)

$ (5.390.030)

$206,569,821

S 153.605.329

$ 52.964.492

* E\oanded Trial Balances crovided in the suDolemental resoonse to CEPR-RS-06-02

Bad Debt Expense. See discrepancies ($11.2 million for FY2015 and $37.8 million for
FY2016) between what was recorded on its trial balance versus what they have reflected for Bad
Debt Expense is in their Rate Case Financial Model.

Description

Sales-Counter A - Bad Debt Expense Per Trial Balance*

Bad Debt Expense Per Rate Case Financial Model

Difference

PREPA
Trial Balance

Account

4006

Page No. on

FY15&16Trial
Balance

15

FY2014

(A)
$ 191,533,358
$ 191.533.358

_$_Q_

J12015
(B)

$ 47,376,816
$ 58,540.416

JY2016
(C)

$ 17,978,422
$ 55,739.896

$(11.163.600) $(37.761.474)

* Expanded Trial Balances provided in the supplemental response to CEPR-RS-06-02



Other Income - FY2015. The table below reflects data taken from PREPA's FY2015 trial
balances and the attachment provided in response to CEPR 161109 Request No. 1
pursuant to November 9, 2016 conference call. Notice the discrepancies in Column C of

$210,119, $1,759,666, ($146,292) and $956,353 for Accounts 4192, 4213, 4193 and
4194, respectively.

PREPA Trial Balance Description

Non-Operating Rental Income

Interest Income - General

Miscellaneous Non-Operating Income

Other Operating Income

Revenue Requirement Adjustment for Other Income

Interest Income - Construction

Interest Income - Sinking Fund

Adjustment Including Other Interest

Unrealized Gain or Loss on Mark-to-Market

PRIPA
Trial Balance

Account

4181
4192
4213
4511

4191
4193

4194

Page No. on

FY2015 Trial
Balance

17
17
18
19

17
17

XL

FY201S
Per Trial

Balance*

(A)
$ 84.272
$ 775.745
$ 2.479.479

$ 31,003,128

$ 34,342,624

$ 2,183,994

$ 4.403.936

$ 40,930,554

$ 4.313,170

FY2015 Per

CEPR161109
Request No. 1

Attach 01

(B)
$ 84,272

$ 565.626
$ 719,813
$ 3},003,128

$ 32,372,839

$ 2,183,994

$ 4.550.228

$ 39,107,061

$ 3.356.817

Difference

(C)
$
$ 210,119
S 1,759,666

$
$1,969.785

$
$ (146.292)
$ 1,823,493

$ 956,353

* Expanded Trial Balances provided in the supplemental response to CEPR-RS-06-02

Other Income - FY2016. The table below reflects data taken from PREPA's FY2016 trial
balances and the attachment provided in response to CEPR 161109 Request No. 1 pursuant to
November 9, 2016 conference call. The Excel attachment indicates that the FY2016 amounts are

estunates. PREPA should indicate whether the FY2016 trial balance amounts in Column A are
correct.

PREPA Trial Balance Descrirtion

Non-Operating Rental Income

Interest Income - General

Miscellaneous Non-Operating Income

Other OperatinR Income

Revenue Requirement Adjustment for Other Income

Interest Income - Construction

Interest Income - Sinking Fund

Adjustment Including Other Interest

Unrealized Gain or Loss on Mark-to-Market

PREPA
Trial Balance

Account

4181
4192
4213
4511

4191
4193

4194

Page No. on

N2016 Trial
Balance

17
17
18
19

17
17

17

FY2016
Per Trial

Balance*

(A)
$ 85,087

$ 2,592,990

$ 3,493.135

$ 33.399.059

$ 39.570.271

$ 837,463
$ 5.440.355

$ 45,848,089

$ (3,787,234)

FY2016Per

CEPR161109
Request No. 1

Attach 01A

(B)
$ 78,542

$ 2,045,388

$ 4,187,035

$ 34.675.059

$ 40.986.024

$ 1,091,255

$ 8.123.019

$ 50,200,298

$ (5,680,851')

Difference

(C)
$ 6,545

$ 547,602
$ (693.900)
$ (1,276,000)
$ (1.415.753)

$ (253,792)
$ (2.682.664)

$ (4,352,209)

$1,893,617

* Expanded Trial Balances provided in the supplemental response to CEPR-RS-06-02

" CEPR 161109 Request No. 1 Attach 01 indicates that the FY2016 amounts are estimated



Other Income. The table below reflects the amounts shown (in thousands) for Other Income in

(1) PREPA's trial balances (2), PREPA's Rate Case Financial Model, and (3) PREPA's Monthly
Reports to the Governing Board. PREPA should explain the differences noted between each set
of data.

Line

1
2

J_

Description

Other Income Per Trial Balances

Other Income Per Rate Case Financial Model - Inputs Tab

Other Income Per Monthly Reports to Governing Board - Page 17

FY2014
SOOO's

$ 36,899
$ 18,010
$ 44,891

FY2015
SOOO's

$ 32,373
$ 31,479
$ 23.929

F¥2016
SOOO's

$ 39,570
$ 38,925
$ 24,083

In addition, PREPA's response to CEPR 161109 Request No. 1, which was provided pursuant to
the November 9, 2016 conference call, states that the FY2017 estimate for Other Income of
$38.925 million excludes contributed capital, accounting reevaluations such as unrealized gains

or losses on mark-to-market, and other interest paid on construction fund and sinking balances.

PREPA should explain whether the amounts shown in the table above on lines 2 and 3 also
excludes these items.
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Commission Exhibit-'-'

Corrections to the Expert Report of Commission Advisors

Ralph C. Smith and Mark S.Dady

Page Location on Page

18 First word from last paragraph

22 Last sentence in first paragraph

26 last line before footnote

35 Last sentence on page

45 first sentence after Table 26

46 First sentence of last paragraph

52 Footnote No. 62

54 numbered paragraph 1

54 numbered paragraph 2

76 Second sentence in second to last

paragraph

77 Second line from top of page

80 Fifth line up from bottom of page

96 Numbering of Chapter 11 findings

106 numbered paragraph 3 7

110 numbered paragraph 62

121 Recommendations paragraph 2, 3rd line

122 4th line from top of page

122 Finding paragraph 2, 2nd line

Reads Should Read

In should be emphasized...

...PREPA has not other sources of financing

$11.86 million

This calculation is reflected in following table

amount for Distribution Expenses

Additionally, as discussed below in section 19

See, Smith and Dady Ex. 5,page 4 of 8

by $43.2 million

by $3.5 million

We are not making a recommendation one way

of the other

$51.783 million for FY2017

$51.783 million for FY2017

The numbering starts with #4

amount for Distribution Expenses

we have increased PREPA's estimated amounts of fuel

and purchased pow^er revenue at current rates of $2.737

billion by the $461.3 million adjustment for Fuel Adjuster

Revenue

recommendation one way of the other

$51.783 million for FY2017

regulatory monitoring of PREPA's operations for use by

PREPA's governing board

It should be emphasized...

...PREPA has no other sources of financing

$11.8 million

This calculation is reflected in the following table

amount for Administrative and Genera] Expenses

Additionally, as discussed below in section 18

See, Smith and Dady Ex. 5,page 1 of 8

by $41.34 million

by $4.8 million

We are not making a recommendation one way or the

other

$51.784 million for FY2017

$51.784 million for FY2017

This numbered list should have started with #1 (The

first finding starts with #4 instead of #1. No findings

are missmgj

amount for Administrative and General Expenses

we have increased PREPA's estimated amounts of fuel

and purchased power revenue at current rates by the

$461.3 million adjustment for Fuel Adjuster Revenue

recommendation one way or the other

$51.784 million for FY2017

regulatory monitoring ofPREPA's operations and for

use by PREPA's governing board



3

ANALYSIS OF DEBT COSTS AND SAVINGS OF "AA" vs "BBB" DEBT

1) Yield Spread (Debt Cost Savings ofAA over BBB)

Table 3 Current (spot)

"BBB"

"AA"

Yield Diff.

Avg. Cost Savings

3.30%

2.14%

1.16%

1.14%

3.86%

2.74%

1.12%

DSCR Necessary for "AA" ratings 2.00

DSCR Necessary of'BBB" ratings 1.40

2) Annual Cost of a DSCR of 2,0 vs 1.4

DebtSvc.
DSCR

$314 Mill. $314 Mill
2.00 1.40

Adj. Debt Svc. $628 Mill. $440 Mill

Add'l Cost $188 Mill.

Assume achieve "AA in 2020 and issue $500 Million of debt every year thereafter.

Debt Issued (Millions)

Year 2016

DSCR Cost $188

Int. Savings 0

2017

$188

0

2018

$188

0

2019

$188

0

$500

2020

$188

$5.7

$1,000

2021

$188

$5.7

$5.7

$1,500

2022

$188

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$2,000

2023

$188

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$2,500

2024

$188

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

Debt Issued! $3,500 $4,000 $4,500

Year 2026 2027 2028

Total

$3,000

2025

$188

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

2016-2025

SUM

$1,880.00

$34.20

$28.50
$22.80

$17.10

$11.40
$5.70

$119.70

$5,000 $5,500 $6,000 $6,500 $7,000 $7,500

2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

DSCRCost

int. Savings

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7
$5,7

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7
$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

188

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$8,000

203;

18;

$5.
$5.

$5.^
$5.

$5.

$5.
$5.^
$s.-,

$5.-,

$5.-,

$5.^
$5.-;

$5.,

$5.,
$5.7

$5.7

2016-2035

SUM

$3,760.00

$57.0
$57.0

$57.0

$57.0

$57.0
$57.0

$57.0

$51.3

$45.6

$39.9
$34.2

$28.5
$22.8

$17.1
$11.4

$5.7

$775.2:



Debt Issued (

/ear

DSCRCost

Int. Savings

$8,500

2036

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$9,000

2037

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$9,500

2038

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5,7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$10,000

2039

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

55.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$10,500

2040

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7'

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$11,000

204.1

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$11,500

2042

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$12,000

2043

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$12,500

2044

188

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5,7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$S.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$13,000

2045

18E

$5.y
$5.^

$5.
$5.^

$5.,

$5.,
$5;,
$5.,
$s.-,

$5.-,

$5.7

$5.,
$5.-,

$5.7

$5.,
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

$5.7

$5.7
$5.7

2016-2045

SUM

$5,640.00

$57.0

$57.0
$57.0

$57.0

$57.0
$57.0
$57.0

$57.0
$57.0

$57.0

$57.0
$57.0

$57.0

$57.0

$57.0
$57.0

$57.0

$51.3
$45.6

$39.9

$34.2

$28.5
$22.8

$17.1

$11.4
$5.7

$2,000.7
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^c. /0-^fc
What Should Net-Metering Customers Pay, and What Should They be Paid? >, , -f",,^..^ ....^. ^..^^.^ ...^ ^^.^.^. ^^^J ^y

(^.^f^ Qz^f^^

^•^ ^/^

PREPA

Energy Outflow (0)

scsa
$ Credit to Customer
'CT3GB SSESJSSS SHSSKTfSi CT7!E^C3 E2;^CT C^f'^1 i??>.sitl

(b+f+pp) x 0PREPA:
Intervenors:

from rates: (b+f+pp+c+s+ee+t) x 0
Value of Solar: [Avoided Cost + Benefits] x 0

Common NEM: (b+f+pp+s*+ee) x 0

Renewable
Generation

Energy Inflow (7)

$ Payment to PREPA
• — • — • IN« • — • — • —

PREPA: (b+f+pp) x / + (c+s+ee+t) x C
Intervenors (?): (b+f+pp+c+s+ee+t) x /
Common NEM: ((b+f+pp+c+s+ee+t) x /

Self Supply (5)

v
Customer

Consumption

(0

Energy Rate Components
b Base Rate

f Fuel Charge

pp Purchased Power Charge

c CILT Rider
S Subsidies Rider (s*=some items in subsidy line)

ee EE Rider

t Transition Charge

Potential Value of Service Components
avoided energy and capacity

avoided losses

grid support services

financial risk reduction
security risk reduction

environmental benefits

jobs and economic activity



w^-'w^

Regulatory Efficien
Effectiveness

t^uy $^~^X c^/z^/?^.

^ C^N
^ ^ ^^^^€^

-F^? ^T^?^) /-v ^^^^,

Unambiguous Improvement

Jradeoffs

Operational & Financial
Efficiency & Effectiveness
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Comparison of Cost Allocation Proposals by Class & Percentage

J)^C. /€~, -2^,^

Ad^'-^ci- PREPA Ex. 27.00

120%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

PREPA Total Residential Commercial Industoial Other Public Authorities Agriculture

• ECOSS • PREPA Proposal • PC Proposal

Public Lighting


